**Criss Cross** (2 Weave patterns)

To create the Criss Cross Stitch, alternate the following 2 weaving patterns.

**Weaving Pattern #1**

(white yarn shows weaving pattern)

With yarn coming from the top 1st needle, bring down to the lower 4<sup>th</sup> needle.

Weave the yarn across the boards, skipping every other needle.

At the end of the board, bring the yarn straight across the end needles.

Wrap back to beginning by covering all needles.

Hook over all needles.
Weaving Pattern #2

Start at needle #1 back board and bring down to needle #3 on front board.

Then weave the yarn back to top board, needle #2, and down to needle #5 on front board.

From this point, weave every other needle to end of board. Last 2 needles will be consecutive.

At end of the row, take yarn straight across to top board. Turn board around.

Continue covering all needles to beginning of board.
Hook over all needles.